








CIPHR’S TRAINING SESSIONS – HITTING THE GROUND RUNNING

“We’ve had a lot of training so we could try and hit the ground running. The Trainer was great, he talked us through the 

functionality of the system and how we could maximise the benefits. The Trainer’s knowledge of the system was really 

impressive, he could answer any query I had. The training was very structured, laid out really well, the facilities in Marlow are 

great probably one of the best that I’ve been to in the last twelve years of different jobs.” Harry Payne - People Administrator

““A Trainer also came to visit us on site which was brilliant. I was completely new to CIPHR so the Trainer ran through the basics. 

The training in Marlow was also brilliant because you get to share the experience with other HR professionals who are using 

CIPHR, so you get to talk about best practice which is brilliant.” Robyn Agar, HR Admin

PROMPT SUPPORT - ACHIEVING HR OBJECTIVES

“The support we have received has been great and really personalised. I feel that we can talk to CIPHR and they can liaise with 

our IT team to achieve the things that we want the system to do and how it talks to the rest of the business.” Harry Payne - 

People Administrator

During and after implementing CIPHR Pro:Direct contacted the Service Desk with any queries on the system. The team were on 

hand to answer these questions efficiently and gave the HR team advice on using CIPHR.

“The Service Desk has been absolutely outstanding throughout. CIPHR’s Service Desk would definitely be in the great categor“The Service Desk has been absolutely outstanding throughout. CIPHR’s Service Desk would definitely be in the great category, 

they’re prompt, they provide us with the answers that we need and they’re friendly as well. It’s great, they are a really good team. 

I feel now that we have certainly got a very good knowledge of the system and how it works.” Harry Payne - People 

Administrator

Pro:Direct were assigned a dedicated Account Manager to act as first point of contact with any communication with CIPHR. 

“The account management has been really good as well. A“The account management has been really good as well. Any question that I’ve had have been answered, any information that I 

needed has been given, any support that we require has been offered, we are really, really pleased with the support that we’ve 

had.” Harry Payne - People Administrator

CONTACT US NOW:

01628 814 242   | info@ciphr.com

ONBOARDING – GETTING NEW STARTERS ENGAGED

The HR team wanted to ensure that new starters were engaged and had an understanding of their organisation’s culture as soon 

as they were hired. CIPHR’s onboarding hub gave them access to information about the history of Pro:Direct, building layouts 

and policies. 

“Being able to have a platform that can help celebrate our company’s heritage and create a better onboarding experience is 

great.” Jamie Carruthers - Brand Advocate

“It gives new employees a chance to see a bit about the company, learn what they’re coming into, what they need to know and the 

do’s and don’ts as well.” Robyn Agar, HR Admin




